We present an approximation algorithm for solving graph problems in which a low-cost set of edges must be selected that has certain vertex-connectivity properties.
An a-approximation algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm that produces a solution of cost no more than (Y times the value of an optimal solution. We
give the first known approximation algorithm for the most practical variant of the survivable network design problem in which rij E { 0, 1,2} for all pairs of vertices i, j. The algorithm produces solutions of value no more than 3 times the optimal value. Furthermore, we give the first known approximation algorithm for the minimum-cost k-vertex-connectivity problem. Our algorithm produces solutions of value no more than 27-L(k) times optimal, where X(n) = 1+ $ + ... + :.
Our work flows out of a recent line of research on designing approximation algorithms for edgeconnectivity problems [l, 4, 3, 12, 231 . This research has led to a 2X(maxi,j rij)-approximation algorithm for the survivable network design problem in which there must be rij edge-disjoint paths between vertices i and j. In fact, one can approximate very general types of connectivity problems in which for each subset of vertices S, there must be at least f(S) edges selected from 6(S), where S(S) = {(u,v) E E : u E S,v $ S} and f(S) is a function f : 2v + N of a certain form. We will follow the general approach of these algorithms. The algorithms break down the problem into a number of phases. In each phase, we specify certain vertex sets S that must be augmented; that is, we must select an additional edge from S(S) of each specified set S. This augmentation problem is formulated as an integer programming problem, and the problem is solved by using a variant of the primal-dual method. For a more detailed presentation of the algorithm and an overview of this line of research, see Williamson [21] . Implementations of the edge-connectivity algorithms have shown that they work well in practice [22, 141, coming within a few percent of optimal. We expect that the same will also be true of our new algorithms.
Very few optimal or approximation algorithms were known for solving minimumcost vertex-connectivity problems prior to our work. Khuller and Thurimella [ll] give a 3-approximation algorithm for the minimum-cost 2-vertex-connectivity problem. Khuller [lo] showed a 2( I+ :)-approximation algorithm for the same problem in an n-node graph. Most of the known results for vertex-connectivity problems are for the restricted case in which the graph G is complete and all edge costs are identical.
In this case, Harary [6] h as shown how to find an optimal solution for the k-vertex-connectivity problem. In this setting, Jordan [9] has shown how to augment any kvertex-connected graph to a k + 1 vertex-connected graph using at most k -2 more edges than necessary. Optimal algorithms are known to augment any starting graph to a 2-vertex-connected graph (Eswaran and Tarjan [2] ) or to a 3-vertex-connected graph (Watanabe and Nakamura [20] , Hsu and Ramachandran [S] ). Hsu [7] has shown how to augment optimally any 3-vertex-connected graph to a 4-vertex-connected graph.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 3 describes the approximation algorithms by showing how they can be reduced to an augmentation algorithm. Section 4 proves that the algorithms provide near optimal solutions. Section 5 shows how the algorithms can be implemented in polynomial time, and we conclude in Section 6 with a few remarks. We first begin with some preliminary definitions and concepts in Section 2.
Notation and Basic Definitions
Given a set of edges 1 and a set of vertices S, we define rr (S) to be the "vertex neighborhood" of S with respect to 1; that is, rl(S) = {U E V -S : (u, v) E I for some u E S}. The "vertex complement" of S, <1(S), is defined to be V -S -I'l(S).
Occasionally we will drop the subscript I when it is clear from the context.
We will need some facts about r. First, I'l(S) is submodular for any edge set I. That is, for any edge set I and any two sets of vertices A and B, IJXA)l + Irzm 2 Irz(A u WI + (WA n WI. We also observe that lTz(A nB) -A -B G ITI nlY'~(B). For a set of edges I and a set of vertices S, the coboundary of S is denoted S[(S) and defined to be {(u,v) E Ilu E S,v q! S}. We define 61(S : T) to be the set of edges {(u, U) E 11~ E S, z1 E T}.
Given a set of edges I c E of a graph G = (V, E) , a set C 5 V is a cutset of I if there are fewer connected components in (V,I) than in the graph induced by removing the vertices in C and adjacent edges from 1. If C = {v} is a cutset for some vertex v, the vertex is called a cutvertex. A cutset C separates two vertices s and t if s and t are in the same connected component. of (V, I), and removing C causes s and t to be in different connected components. We will use the following theorem of Menger [13] . 
The Algorithms
In this section, we will give the basic high-level structure of the algorithms. We will show how the (0, 1,2}-survivable network design problem and the k-vertexconnectivity problem can both be reduced to an augmentation problem. Given a set of edges F to augment, we will specify sets of vertices S such that we must select at least one additional edge from 6( 5' : CF(S)) for each S. Intuitively speaking, this will increase the size of the vertex neighborhood of S by at least one. We then give an algorithm AUGMENT which is able to find a low-cost solution to this problem under certain conditions.
The Algorithm for the MinimumCost k-Vertex-Connectivity Problem
We begin by giving the high-level structure of the algorithm for the minimum-cost k-vertex-connectivity problem, which we call APPROX-k-VERTEX-CONN. The algorithm consists of k phases, and each phase adds edges to the current solution, starting initially with the empty set of edges at the beginning of phase 1. The idea is that at the end of phase p, our set of edges should form a p-vertex-connected graph on the set of vertices of the input graph. We denote our set of edges at the end of phase p as FP. In phase p we must augment the (p -1)-vertex-connected edge set FP-l to the p-vertex-connected FP. In order to perform this augmentation, we call the augmenting subroutine AUGMENT. AUGMENT takes as input the edge set FP-l and a function h : 2v -+ {O, l}, and returns a set of edges F' c E -FP-l such that if h(S) = 1, then 16p(S : &p-l(S))I 2 1. The idea is that adding F' to FP-l will increase the size of the vertex neighborhood of S by at least 1 for each S such that h(S) = 1. The function h has exponential size in the number of vertices, so we would never be able to write the function down when calling AUGMENT, but we will see in Section 5 that we will be able to answer AUGMENT'S queries about h in polynomial time. In phase p of APPROX-k-VERTEX-CONN, we set h(S) = 1 exactly when the vertex neighbors of S are a size p -1 cutset of FP--l, and S is the smaller of the two halves of the graph induced by removing the vertex neighborhood of S, I?F~-~ (S). Thus h(S) = 1 in phase p iff \I'F~-~ (S)l = p -1, and 0 < ISI 5 1-1. We claim then that FP + FP-l U F' is p-vertex-connected. Because FP-l is (p -l)-vertex connected, there can be no cutsets of size p -2 or smaller, and by the definition of h and AUGMENT, we increase the size of the vertex neighborhood of any set S which has a size p -1 cutset in the edge set FP--l. Thus FP is p-vertex-connected.
The overall algorithm is given in Figure 1 . 
3.2
The Algorithm for the {O,l,Z}-Survivable Network Design Problem
In this section we present the high-level algorithm for solving the survivable network design problem when rij E {0,1,2).
The algorithm here will have two phases. In the first phase, we find a solution for the network design problem with rLj = max(rij -l,O). In the second phase, we augment this solution to find a feasible solution for the original problem. Essentially the first phase finds a set of edges to connect all pairs of vertices i, j for which r~ = 2, and the second phase finds a second vertex-disjoint path for these pairs of vertices, as well as edges to connect all pairs ;, j for which Tij = 1.
Notice that when finding a set of edges to solve the problem of the first phase, there is no difference between edge-connectivity and vertex-connectivity. Hence we can use an approximation algorithm for the edge-connectivity survivable network design problem in which rij E (0, 1). As was mentioned in the introduction, such algorithms are already known; the first such algorithm for this problem is due to Agrawal, Klein, and Ravi 111. For the sake of our analysis, we use the algorithm of Goemans and Williamson [4] . Let Fl denote the set of edges returned by this algorithm.
To find an augmenting set of edges in the second phase, we once again use the subroutine AUGMENT. We call AUGMENT on a modified graph G' = (V', E'). For every edge (i,j) E Fl such that rij = 2, we create a new vertex u that subdivides the edge (i, j). That is, for each such edge (i, j), we add u to V, remove (i, j) from E, and add edges (i,~) and (~,j).
Our reason for doing this is so that i and j are no longer adjacent in the modified graph, and so that we will be able to apply Menger's Theorem. Note that there is a solution F: in G' corresponding to Fl in G. To use AUGMENT, we set h(S) = 1 exactly when there exist i E S, j E <F;(S) (in the modified graph G') such that )I',; (S)] < rij. This can happen in one of two ways. If rij = 2, then i and j need to be 2-vertex-connected but are separated by a cutvertex. If rij = 1 then i and j need to be connected, but are in different connected components. As before, AUGMENT will return a set of edges F' C E' -F{ such that ]6~j(S : &J;(S))] L 1 whenever h(S) = 1. By the definition of h, F{ and F', for any two ;,j such that rij = 2, the set of edges Fi U F' will contain no cutvertex separating i and j in the modified graph. Similarly, for any two i, j such that rij = 1, there will exist a path in 8': U F' from i to j in the modified graph. Notice that since there are no edges in E' -F{ involving the new vertices of the modified graph, the set of edges F' is a subset of edges of the original graph. Thus F2 t Fl U F' is a feasible solution to the original problem in the original graph.
The overall algorithm is given in Figure 2 .
The AUGMENT Algorithm
The augmentation algorithm AUGMENT is given in Fig [23] used in the edge-connectivity survivable network design algorithms. Given a graph (V, E), a set of edges I, and an input function h meeting three conditions, the algorithm produces a low-cost set of edges F' c Eh E E-I
such that ]SF,(S : (r(S))] 2 h(S) for all nontrivial subsets S. Thus F' is a feasible solution if there are no violated sets with respect to F'. A vertex set S is violated with respect to the set of edges F' if h(S) = 1 but 6F'(S : <r(S)) = 8. We say that two sets A, B are crossing (or A crosses B) if A n B # 0 and neither A C B nor B c A. The first condition on h is that for any edge set F C &, it must be the csse that no violated set crosses any minimal (under inclusion) violated sets S. Notice that this implies that all minimal violated sets are disjoint. We prove at the end of the section that the functions h from the algorithms above meet this condition. The second condition on h is that we can compute these minimal violated sets in polynomial time. We show that this holds for our algorithms in Section 5. The final condition is a more technical one which we will introduce in the analysis of the algorithm.
The algorithm works in two stages. In the first stage, the algorithm starts with an empty set of edges F and goes through a sequence of iterations.
In each iteration, an edge is added to F. The first stage terminates when F is a feasible solution (that is, there are no violated sets). To be more specific, in each iteration the algorithm selects an edge from SE,(C : <r(C)) for some minimal violated set C, and adds this edge to F. We call the minimal violated sets C the active sets, and denote the collection of active sets by C. Clearly, when there are no longer any active sets, the set of edges F is a feasible solution. The second stage deletes redundant edges from F to obtain F'. To do this, we consider all the edges of F in the reverse of the order in which they were added to F. If removing the edge from F does not affect the feasibility of the remaining edge set, we discard it.
We use duality to guide the addition of edges to F, in order to ensure that we find a low-cost solution. In effect, we would like to solve the following integer program:
Min c G% eEEh subject to:
5, 2 h(S) s c v ea.9, (s%(S)) xe E {O,l) eE Eh.
Consider the dual of the linear programming relaxation of (AUG): Our algorithm will maintain a feasible solution for (D). At the beginning of the algorithm we set ys = 0 for all S c V. In each iteration we increase the dual variables yc uniformly for all currently active sets C until one of the packing constraints (1) becomes tight; that is, cc. = CS:eE6(S:Cr(S)) ys. The constraint must become tight for some edge e E SE,, (C : <l(C)). We choose to add this edge e to F in this iteration.
The amount E in line 8 of Figure 3 is the maximum amount we can increase these dual variables.
We now turn to showing that active sets do not cross any violated sets for the functions h used by the algorithms of the preceeding sections. We begin with functions h of APPROX-k-VERTEX-CONN. 
Analysis of the Algorithms
We now turn to the proofs that the algorithms of the previous section provide solutions whose cost is close to the optimal cost. At the heart of our proofs is a theorem about the solutions produced by AUGMENT. We will first show how this theorem implies that APPROX-~-VERTEX-CONN is a 23-l(k)-approximation algorithm and that APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP is a 3-approximation algorithm, before proving the theorem itself. Proof: As in the previous theorem, let x* denote an optimal solution to the problem. To prove the result, we will show two things: first, that the cost of the edges returned by the Goemans-Williamson algorithm is no more than ZgN, and second, that the cost of the augmenting edges is no more than 222,.
These two results imply the theorem. xe E {O,l}
As in the algorithm AUGMENT, the construction of the (IP) solution is guided by the construction of a solution to the dual of the linear programming relaxation. Goemans and Williamson [4] show that the cost of the (IP) solution constructed is no more than twice the cost of the solution to the dual of the linear programming relaxation.
Thus xeEFI ce is no more than twice the value of the optimal solution to the linear programming relaxation. Note that ix* is a feasible solution for the linear programming relaxation of (IP). From this it follows that CeeFI ce I Zg,.
We now show that CeEF, c, _< 2Z$, for the function h used by APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP.
Notice that given an optimal solution x*, there is a corresponding solution 2' to the same problem for the modified graph G' of the same cost. Observe that x' is a feasible solution for (AUG) for the function h. Then by Theorem 4.1, we are done. n
We now wish to prove Theorem 4.1, and show that c eEF, c, 5 2 Es h(S) . yy~. The proof is similar to the proof in Section 5 of Williamson et al. [23] . Notice that for every edge e E F', ce = &:eEs(s:c,(s))~s, and y/s > 0 only if h(S) = 1, so that the inequality can be rewritten as Proof: Any edge e E Y is also in F', and thus during the edge deletion stage the removal of e causes there to exist some violated set; call this set S. In other words, there can exist no other e' E F' that is also in 6~t(S : c(S)). This set S will be the witness set for e, and clearly satisfies (1). Now let F be all the edges added before the current iteration. To show (2) and (3), notice that when considering edge e in the edge deletion stage, no edge in F had yet been removed. Hence S, is violated even if all the edges of F are included; that is, S, is violated in the current iteration.
Property ( Given this lemma, an argument essentially identical to that in Williamson et al. proves that CcEc ISF~(C : cl(C))1 I 2lCI. The basic idea is that the laminar family defines a tree-like structure, with edges corresponding to edges in Y and vertices to sets in C. The inequality holds as a consequence of the total degree of edges in the tree.
Our proof of Lemma 4.5 is where we differ from the proof of Williamson et al. We include below the proof of the lemma for the function h used by APPROX+VERTEX-CONN; theproofofthelemmafor APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP is similar, and we omit it due to space considerations. We will show that there exists a laminar witness family by "uncrossing" pairs of sets using Lemma 3.1.
For the algorithm APPROX-~-VERTEX-CONN, we first need the following lemmas. The proofs are not difficult, and are omitted due to space considerations. Proof: By Lemma 4.4, there exists a witness family. From this collection of sets we can form a laminar collection of sets as follows. We maintain that all sets S in the collection are violated. If the collection is not laminar, there exists a pair of sets A, B that cross. We "uncross" A and B by replacing them in the collection with either AUB and AnB or with <(AUB) and AnB.
By Lemma 3.1, we know that at least one of these two uncrossings yields two violated sets. This procedure terminates with a laminar collection by Lemma 4.8.
We claim that the resulting laminar collection forms a witness family.
This claim can be proven by induction on the uncrossing process. Obviously property (2) holds. Property (3) continues to hold because the uncrossed sets are violated sets for the current iteration, and must either contain or be disjoint from the minimal violated sets. Now we must prove (1). Suppose we have two crossing witness sets Sr and SZ corresponding to edges er and e2, and, without loss of generality (by Lemma 4.6) suppose we uncross them into Sr n Sz and Si U Sz. We claim that c(Sl n S2))l 1 1, and so it must be the case that pFl(s1us2 : c(slus2))J = lb(S1nS2 : S%nS2))l = 1. Then either er E 6~f(Sr U S2 : <(Sl U S2)) and e2 E 6~f(S~ n Sz : <(S, n SZ)), or vice versa. n 5 Implementation
We now turn to the problem of implementing the algorithm AUGMENT. We must show how to find active sets for the algorithms APPROX-k-VERTEX-CONN and APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP, how to select the edge minimizing E in each iteration, and how to remove edges. Due to space constraints, we will only sketch the main ideas.
As in the case of the edge-connectivity approximation algorithms, active sets can be found using network flow theory, although it is slightly more complicated in this case. Suppose that there is a minimal violated set S with respect to the edge set I U F. In both the case of APPROX-k-VERTEX-CONN and APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP this is because II',,F(S)\ < rst for some s E S, t E CI"F( S). We can determine S by finding the minimal mincut of s-t flow in an augmented graph (see Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [16, p. 4581) . Thus a straightforward way of finding active sets is to calculate such a s-t maximum flow for all pairs of vertices s, t E V, find all the minimal mincuts, check if the mincut value is less than rst to see if the set is violated, then extract all the minimal violated sets from this collection. We can cut down the total time used by keeping track of the residual graphs for each network flow problem. Whenever the algorithm AUGMENT adds an edge to F, we add the edge to each s-t residual graph, and see if it makes any more vertices reachable from s. By using this trick we can show that time to find active sets is O(rmaXm'n2 + n3 + m'n2) = O(r,,,m'n2) time per call to AUGMENT, where m' = min(m, rmaxn) and rmax = maxid r-ij (so for APPROX-k-VERTEX-CONN, r max = k and for APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP, rmaX = 2). To implement the edge selection step, we keep track of a variable d(e) = Cs:eeh(s:C1uF(s)) ys for each edge e. Let o(e) denote the number of sets C E C for which e E 6(C : &"F(C)).
Then in each iteration we search for the edge that minimizes e = ce-d(e) Because a(e). of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, we can prove that the active sets over all iterations of a phase form a laminar family, so that we can use a union-find structure to keep track of the vertices in the current collection C of active sets. The overall running time of the edge selection process can be shown to be O(mn(a(n, n) + r,,,)) per call to AUGMENT.
Every time an edge is removed in the edge deletion stage, we must verify that the remaining graph is still a feasible solution. In the case of the function h corresponding to phase p of APPROX-k-VERTEX-CONN, we must simply determine whether the graph is still pvertex-connected.
Steiglitz, Weiner, and Kleitman [18] have shown that this can be done with O(p) network flows. The total time used for the edge deletion step in this case is O(k2m'n2) per call to AUGMENT. In the case of the function h corresponding to the APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP algorithm, we can use the dynamic data structure of Rauch [17] . Given a graph, Rauch's data structure allows an edge insertion or deletion to occur in amortized 0( fi log 72) time, and can answer queries on pairs of vertices i, j in 0( 1) time. The queries can be either '<Are there two vertex-disjoint paths between i and j?" or "Are i and j connected?". Thus we can per-form the edge deletion stage of APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP in O(n(filog n + n2)) = O(n3) time.
I31
Putting all of these bounds together, we can implement a call to AUGMENT in O(L2m'n2) time for APPROX-~-VERTEX-CONN, and O(n3 + mncu(n,n)) time for APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP. Thus the overall running time for APPROX-IC-VERTEX-CONN is O(lc3m'n2) time, and for APPROX-0,1,2-SNDP is O(n3 + mno(n, n)) time.
[71 PI PI 6 Concluding Remarks
It would be very interesting to extend these results to the general survivable network design problem. However, our results here depend quite heavily on either the uniformity of the problem (for the Ic-vertexconnectivity problem) or the structure inherent in low-connectivity graphs (for the (0, 1,2}-survivable network design problem). We do not know how an uncrossing theorem such as Lemma 3.3 can be proven in the general case. Of course, it is possible that some entirely new technique will succeed where these primaldual techniques fail to work. It is a testimony to the power of these techniques, however, that they extend to vertex-connectivity problems. 
